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WINTER SPORTING DOPE FOM EVERYWHERE
Kid Williams Is One Grand Battler

Britton in Poor Fight.

If Johhny Coulon was at the ring-
side in Milwaukee yesterday he prob-
ably suffered a recurrence of stom-
ach trouble that will keep him out of
the ring for another year. For the
pride of Logan Square would have
seen a strong exhibition by a tough
little man.

Kid Williams of Baltimore, leading
challenger for Coulon's bantam-
weight title, pummeled Dick Load-ma- n

of Pittsburgh all over the ring
for ten rounds, and at the close left
no doubt as to his fighting ability.

Loadman's only qualification was
his gameness. Five times Williams
battered him to the canvas, and in
the last two frames the Pittsburgher
was in great distress, stalling for the
final bell. Williams had plenty of
steam in his punch, but Loadman's
ability to assimilate punishment was
uncanny.

It was the best exhibition Williams
has given for some time. One lucky
blow landed on him in the third, but
it did not affect his scrapping.

Experts disagree on the verdict of
the Jack Britton-Mik- e Glover fight
in New York last night, but one fact
is as prominent as I. C. smoke on the
lake front

Britton is not a welterweight, so
far as fighting is concerned, though
he may qualify in poundage.

The best the Chicagoan got from
the experts was a draw. Other ring-side- rs

opined that he was decisively
licked. Glover appears to have had a
lead at the end of the tenth round.
He was not baffled by Britton's clev-

erness and reached with a right to
the jaw in the seventh that dropped
Jack. He was on his knees when the
gong rang.

Gus Christie and Bill. McKinnon
fought a fierce ten-rou- draw in
Cincinnati.
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Rivers "Beats Cross in Whirlwind
Fight Clabby a Victor- -

All parties who treat humorously
the fighting qualities of the Mexican
will have to revise their opinions so
far as Jose Rivers, the lightweight
battler, is concerned.

This boy is a regular fighter. He
has been for some time, though it
has been hard to convince
wise birds of the fact.

Rivers proved his right to consid-
eration yesterday in Los Angeles by'handing Leach Cross the swellest

trimming that person has
ever received. There never was a
chance for the New York dentist He
made one feeble rally in the 19th
round, but it petered out, and in the
last frame Rivers was all over his
man, and Cross was weeping at his
own failure when the final gong
sounded.

When Rivers entered the ring he
was hissed, for what cause was not
apparent He was just in wrong with
the crowd, which was a Cross delega-
tion. But the bronze-skinne- d fight-
ing machine changed those jeers to
cheers before the fight had traveled
half its scheduled distance.

In the fourth round Cross went
down from a left chop that did not
travel six inches. In the twelfth a
left and right to ihe jaw, delivered
with a one-tw- o movement, again sent
the New Yorker to the floor. Seven-
teen of the rounds were clearly in
favor of Rivers.

Joe exDlained after the ficrht that
he would have knocked Cross out but
for an injury to his thumb, which
gave mm great pam. it was neces-
sary to cut his glove off at the close
of the fight. The record of the fight
shows that Rivers' talk about his
thumb is not the usual ring bunk.
Notice in the fourth that he scored
a IrnnnVrtoxon with a short, snannv
punch. He could plant that blow
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